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A system for in-beam gamma-ray spectrometric measurements to study inelastic 
neutron scattering has been extended to increasing incident neutron energies to study 
multi-body breakup reactions on light and medium-weight elements. The (n,2ny) 
cross sections are generally the largest; however, reactions of the types (n,ay), 
(n,npy) and (ndny) have been observed. In addition to improved understanding of 
reaction channels studied by other techniques, this method provides data for some 
reactions, e.g. %Fe(n,3n)%Fe, which have not been observed previously. 

1. Introduction 
The Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator (ORELA) is a pulsed source of neutron 

having energies between thermal and about 100 MeV. About twelve years ago we set up a 
system for high-resolution, in-beam gamma-ray spectrometric measurements based on a 
germanium detector. A schematic (not to scale) drawing of the experimental arrangement 
is shown in Figure 1. 

Originally the goal of the experiments was to obtain data for elements of interest to 
fusionenergy development, and the region of incident neutron energy, E,, of interest was 
between about 5 MeV and 20 MeV. The upper energy of 20 MeV was also the upper energy 
for the ongoing ENDF/B-VI evaluation. However, interest in such data for E, > 20 MeV 
was already developing, and we discovered (and reported)' that measurements using the 
system could be extended into the higher incident neutron energies for some of the samples 
of interest. What was interesting as we explored this new energy domain was the observation 
of gamma rays readily identified with multibody breakup reactions. I t  was felt that study of 
these reactions was important to provide guidance not only for the ongoing evaluation efforts, 
but also as tests for extension of existing nuclear model codes designed to calculate reaction 
cross sections? 
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The fmt set of data were obtained for a 7-gm sample of hon enriched in the isotope 
"Fe. A report3 was published for most of the results of that study, primarily the cross 
sections for yields of gamma rays following inelastic scattering. However, interesting results 
were obtained for s'Fe(n,2n)"Fe reactions, The gamma-ray spectrum for E, between 13.2 
and 16.6 MeV is exhibited in Figure2 The inset s h m  the levd structure of%. There 
are two point of interest: (a) the y k M  of the 846keV gamma ray k subtantid; and @) 
gamma rays following decay of states in 36Fe having J* = 6' are observed with larger yields 
than g a m a  rays &om decay of lower-lying states having smalRer spin values not directly 
populated by transitions following decay of states having the 1aq;er spin values. 
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The importance of the large isotopic yield of tbe W k e V  gamma ray wing - 1 b for 
E, - 16 Mew3 is that this reaction increases the apparent yield of this gamma ray for an 
analysis of elemental Fe by a larger amount than might initially be inferred from the 21% 
isotopic abundance of -e in natural iron. "his feature became ZL strong motivation for not 
00ly desiring isotopically enriched samples for experimental measurements, but also for 
performing evaluations' on each of the individual stable isotopa of Fe to obtain a mort 
accurate picture of evaluated quantities of interest for tbe elemental evaluation. 

The interest in the experimental observation of decay of b e t s  having J' = 6' is more 
physical. An explanation follows along these lines: the W e n t  hil;henergy neutron may well 
impart a large angular momentum to the compound nucleus; however, the two emitted 
neutrons carry off vety IittIe angular momentum as th leave the compound nucleus, thus 
leaving the highlyexcited residual nudeus, in this CaSegbFe, in a high spin state. To within 
the quantitative validity of this picture, it will be observed, then, that the E, = W k e V  
photon production cross section for the nFe(n,2n)% reaction represents only a small 
underestimate of the total cross section for this particular reaction, at Ceast for E, > the 
reaction threshold by several MeV. 



The most thoroughly studied sample usin this in-beam spectroscopy system has been a 

the improvement in the germanium detector from the original detector used for earlier 
experiments. The new detector was almost twice as efficient, and had about 10% better 
resolution. A typical photon spectrum, this one for E, between 27 and 29 MeV, is shown in 
Figure 3. Peaks in this spectrum are identified with labels representing residual isotopes 
among Fe, Mn and Cr elements. Shown in Figure 4 are cross sections for the production of 
the Et = 1316keV transition in "Fe from the S6Fe(n,2n)55Fe reaction compared with earlier 
measurements?*"67 Similar excitations functions were determined for other multi-body 
reactions, and these along with some preliminary analyses have been rep~rted.~'  Recently 
additional analyses of these data were carried out by M ~ C o l l a m ~ ~  he obtained better fits to 
the (n,na) and (n,3n) experimental excitation functions, and these are exhibited in Figures 
5 and 6. However, he was not able to improve on previous calciilations for other measured 
multibody breakup reactions. 

sample of Fe enriched to nearly 100% in the !6 Fe isotope. This measurement benefited by 

The status of measurements and analyses obtained in this experimental program is 
indicated in Table 1. Of the samples studied so far (excepting sv7Fe), the high incident- 
neutronenergy data for "Co are the most advanced having been processed and reported" 
in preliminary form. The excitation function for the gamma-ray transitions representing 
59Co(n,np)S8Fe reactions is exhibited in Figure 7. As might have k e n  anticipated aprion' this 
reaction is quite dominant. 

3. Futureplans 
At present no future experimental effort is planned for the higher incident neutron 

energies. However, a considerable amount of data reduction and analysis remains to be 
accomplished just for the data already obtained. 
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Table 1. Status of multi-body-breakup-reaction measurement!; and analyses at the 
ORELA facility 

Sample Status 

l'B 
."V 

%r 

Cross sections for "B(n,nay)%i reported.' 
Data obtained, data reduction not initiated. 
Data obtained; data reduction initiated. 
Data obtained; data reduction initiated. 
Data obtained, data reduction initiated. 
Cross section data reported;' first analyses reported: further 
analyses reprted." 

%CP 
%Feb 

Teb Cross section data reportedf 
s9co Preliminary cross section data rep0rted.g 
ssNib Some spectral data reportah data reduction not initiated. 

'Wi Data obtained; data reduction not initiated. 

' 3. K Dickens and D. C. Larson, 1911B(n,xy) Reactions for Inddent Neutron Energies 
between 0.1 and 25 MeV," in NucL Data for Sci and Tech, hfito (Japan) May 30 - 
June 3,1988, ed. S. Igarasi (Saikon Publ. Co. Ltd., Tokyo, 1%) p. 213. 
Sample enriched in given isotope. 
Ref. 8. 
Ref. 9. 

e Ref. 10. 
Ref. 3. 

8 Ref. 11. 
Ref. 1. 
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Figure 7. P r e t i m i  arcitatha functioo for tbt HCo(a,np)%e react% E, a: 8105 Lev. 


